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28.1 (1987) 
..HIDDEN VARIABLES" ON CONCRETE LOGICS (EXTENSIONS) 
Pavel PTAK 
Abstract: We call a concrete logic smooth if all its hidden 
variables (s all its two-valued measures) admit extensions over 
larger logics* We show as the main result that every Boolean 
algebra is smooth and that every logic has a smooth represen-
tation. This seems to match the hidden variables hypotheses* 
Kev-wor<fo: Concrete quantum logic, hidden variables 
hypotheses, two-valued measure on a logic. 
Classification: Primary 06C15, Secondary 81B10 
1. Introduction and preliminaries. Results* In axiomatic 
formulations of the foundations of quantum theories one often 
postulates that the "event structure" of a quantum experiment 
be a quantum logic, that is, an orthomodular partially ordered 
set. One sometimes speculates that the stochastic behavior of 
the experiment could be gone over, and the problem then 
approached by the tools of classical mechanics, if all the 
"hidden variables'* could be discovered (see e. g. jj] , [2] , 
[3] t [4] 9 [9] ) • Suppose that we enlarge the experiment and ask 
whether the hidden variables remain preserved. As the hidden 
variables usually correspond to two-valued measures on the 
respective logic, our question translates as follows: Do two-
-valued measures admit extensions from sublogics over the entire 
logics? In this note we bring certain results along this line. 
The character of the problem obviously requires that the logics 
have "enough" two-valued measures. As known (see [3], [6]), 
these are exactly the logics which have a set representation. 
We call them concrete and, in view of the above remark, we 
restrict our consideration to concrete logics. 
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X*at u« first review basic notions as we shaXi use then 
in the sequel. Let $ be a non-enpty sat and Xet A be a 
coiXaction of subsets of S. Partially order A by set 
inclusion and, for each A €• A , Xet A' be the set S - A. 
Than tht couple (S, A ) is caXXed a concrete Io<fric if the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) « <i A , 
(li) If A € A t h a n A * € A f 
(iii) It A and B are in A and A n B * 0 then A u B € A . 
In othar words, a concrete logic is a iogic (* an ortho-
aodular p o s e t ) which has a set representation. We shall 
SQ*etl*es write A instead of (S, A ) if we do not need 
deal with tht domain S. Obviously, each Booiean algebra nay be 
viewed as a conerttt logic, and a concrete logic is a Boolean 
algtbra (Boolean logic) if and only if A A B ** A for each 
A, § m A . 
&tt ($, A ) and (S, A..) be logics. Then (S, A ) is 
calltd a sublo^ic of (S, A 1 ) if *A c A^ ana, for each 
A, I #> A , A A B €.A if and only if A A B € A.. Thus, for 
instance, if A € A 1 than {0, S, A, A'} is a sublogic ot 
($i A * ) . Observe also that a sublogic of a Booiean Xogic has to 
bt Booiean. 
fhtn (S, A ) is a iogic we call a mapping h : A-*{o, 1} 
* mmn.Wtfttfftt lf h(s) * 1 *** h(A u B> * h(A) + h(B) tor 
all A> i e A with A A B * 0. Let us denote by Hid(<£>) the 
set of all hidden variables on (S, A ) . In what follows we 
•hall bt intere»ted in the extensions of hidden variables. To 
simplify tht setup of tht results 9 let us tall a concrete 
logic ($, 46) smooth if tht following condition is satisfied: 
It (S, A > it a sublogie of (S, Z^) and if h € Hid(A) 
then thtrt txifta ht € Hid(/^1) such that ht restricted to 
A equals h. 
We art going to show that tht class of smooth logics is 
rtlttivtly ltrgt« *«•* *• ttart with tht following obstrvation. 
(Recall that t hiddtn variable h € Hid(A) is said to be con-
otntrated at a point if thtrt is a point p e s such that 
h(A> « t if, and only if, p € A. If h & Hid(A) is riot 
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concentrated at any point we call it free.) 
Proposition 1: Let (S, A ) be a logic. If each hidden 
variable on A is concentrated at a point then (S, A ) is 
smooth. 
Proof is evident. 
Let us first consider finite logics. Let n € N be an 
even number. Put SR « {19 2, 3, •••> n} and denote by £>QV9n 
the collection of all subsets of S„ with an even number of 
n 
elements. Obviously, (Sn, ^ e v e n) is a logic. 
Prppos-UAon g: 
(i) The logic (S., ^ e v e n ) possesses a free hidden variable. 
(ii) If n € K is an even number and n -* 6, then each hidden 
variable on (S. A^„ ) is concentrated at a point. 
n* even 
(iii) The logic (S„, A^„) is smooth for each even number 0 n* even 
n 6 N. 
Proofs (i) Put h{l, 2} « h{2, 3} « h{l, 3} « 1. It is easy 
to see that h uniquely extends to a free hidden variable 
on (S,, A >. 
4* even ^ 
(ii) Let us suppose that h 6 Hid( ^ e v e n ) - Write Sn « {1, 2}u 
u {3, 4} u ... u {n - 1, n}. The additttity of h gives 
h{k, k + 1} =- 1 for some k (k » n - 1). We may suppose that 
k = 1 (otherwise we simply permute the numbers). So we have 
h{l, 2} » 1 and this yields that either h{l, 3} or h{2, 4} 
equals 1. Let us assume that h{l, 3} - 1 (the other case 
argues similarly). Then we claim that h is concentrated at 1. 
Indeed, if there is a set A € A ^ „ ^ such that h(A) * 1 and 
even 
1 d A, then {2, 3} € A and moreover, h{2, 3} =* 1 • Since 
n 2 6, we can write Sn • {1, 4} u {2, 5} u [3, 6} u (SQ - S6) 
and therefore h(Sn) * 0 - a contradiction. This completes the 
proof. 
(iii) The case of n * 2 is trivial* Suppose that n * 4. By 
the definition of a sublogic, if (S.f A e v e n ) is a sublogic 
of (S4, A ) then A has to be ^ e v e n* Finally, if n -? 6 
then we use Prop. 2 (ii). 
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As we see, many finite logics are smooth. let not all as 
the following example shows. 
iftaffiPlf 3> Take the logics (S4, A e v e n ) and (S2, ̂ e v e n) 
and form a new logic (S, A ) as follows: The set S is the 
(disjoint) union of S. and S2 and A € A if, and only if, 
both A ^ S. and A H S j have even cardinalities. Then 
(S, A ) is not a smooth logic. 
To show that (S, A ) is not smooth, let us observe that 
(S, A ) may be viewed as a sublogic of (S6, ^ # v t n ) *
 By 
Proposition 2 (i), (ii), the logic (S, A ) possesses a free 
hidden variable whereas (Ŝ -, A ) does not. It follows that 
o* even 
(S, A ) is not smooth. 
Let us now consider Boolean logics. We have the following 
result. (It should be noted that this result complements the 
results of the papers [5], [7J and [8].) 
Theorem 4: Suppose that (S, A ) is a Boolean sublogic of 
(S, A.) and suppose that h £ Hid( A )• Suppose that Aj is 
an element of A- with the following property: If A € A 
such that A C A« then h(A) = 0. Then there is a hidden 
variable h.j €. Hid(A1) such that hj/A » h and h1 (A1) * 0. 
A corollary: If B is a Boolean algebra then each its set 
representation is smooth. 
Proof: Observe first that Hid(Aj) is a compact set when 
understood as a subset of the topological product s* «V 1 
Indeed, since the product O , 0 is compact, and so is 
r •> Al also (0, Ij t we only have to verify that "the pointwise 
limit" of the elements of Hid( A t ) belongs to HidtAj), 
which is easy. Put now I * {A € A \ h(A) =- 1} and set, for 
each A 6 I, C(A) * (h- € Hid( A,) } h-(A) « 1 and h-(A-) » o}. 
Obviously, each set C(A) is closed in Hid(A.)» We are going 
to show that the family & » {c(A) 1 A € i} is centered in 
Hid(A1). Let D^, D2, .•., Dn be a finite family in I. Then 
MDj) = h(D2) « ... » h(Dn) * 1 and since A is Boolean, we 
have hjtD. n D2 n ... n Dn) » 1. Therefore D- n D 2n...AD n€ 
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6 I and we obtain the equality 0(13-) n C(D2) "\ ... o C(Dn) = 
= C(D1 n D2 n ... O D n ) . We need to show that 
C(D. r\ D2 n ... ADn) ^ 0. Since h(D- ^ D2 ^... ^ Dn) -» 1, 
we infer that the set D. o D0 ^ .. • aD w cannot be a subset 
i d n 
of the given set A- £ A^. Therefore there is a point p 6 S 
such that p 6(D1 o D 2 ^ M , r\ j) ) - ̂ 1. Take now the element 
h of Hid(Aj) concentrated at p. Then h € C(D1 n D2 n ... 
... n D ) and therefore ^ is a centered family. 
Since Hid(Aj) is compact and each C(A) is closed, 
there exists an element h, £ H 3s"", By the construction, if 
1 Ael 
h(A) = 1 then h-(A) * 1 and therefore h1 extends h. The 
proof is complete. 
Before giving our next result, let us recall that a mapping 
f : Z:j..j ~* ̂ 2 i s c a l l e d a morphism (of two logics (S-, A ? ) 
and (S2, A,-,)) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. f(0) » 0, 2. f(A') = f(A)' for each A e A., and 
3. f(A u B) = f(A) U f(B) for each pair of disjoint sets 
Af B € A... An infective morphism f : A ^ -» A is called 
an isomorphism if f is surjective and f~ is a morphism. 
Theorem 5: Each concrete logic is isomorphic to a concrete 
logic whose all hidden variables are concentrated. A corollary: 
Each concrete logic is isomorphic to a smooth one. 
Proof: .Let (Sf A ) be a concrete logic. Put Sj = Hid(A) 
and, for each A € A , put SA * {h € Hid( A ) [ h(A) » l}. 
Let Aj be the collection £sA 1 A € A } . By standard reasoning, 
the couple (S., A.) becomes a logic and the mapping f : 
A —> A-, defined so that f(A) * S.f becomes an isomorphism. 
We need to show that each hidden variable on (S-f Aj) is 
concentrated. Suppose that h belongs to Hid( A j). Then 
hf € Hid( A ) and therefore hf may be viewed as a point of 
A.|. Let k be the hidden variable of Hid(Aj) concentrated at 
hf. Suppose that B 6 A j . Then B » SA for some A € A • 
Suppose now that k(B) =* 1. This means that k(SA) * 1 and 
therefore hf € SA. This yields that hf (A) =- 1 which gives 
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h(B) * 1. We obtain that k(B) » 1 implies h(B) « 1 and 
therefore h = k* The proof is complete* 
In our final results we further add to the examples of 
smooth logics* Let us recall that a morphism f : Aj ~> A 2 
(of two logics (Sp A t ) and (S2, A 2)) is said to be 
carried by a mapping if there is a mapping g : S2 ->S. such 
r that f(A) * g~
1(A) for each A & A 
Proposition 6; I«et (Sp Aj) and (S2, A g) be logics 
and let f s A« ~> A 2 be a surjective morphism carried by 
a mapping. Then-if A^ is smooth then so is also A # 
Proof: Let (S2, A 2 ) be a sublogic of a logic (S2, A ~ ) . 
Let f be carried by g J S2 -*S*. Put A 4 -* { A C S. ( A » 
* g (B) for some set B € A^j* Since g~ preserves the 
complements, unions and intersections, we see that (S., A.) 
becomes a sublogic of (S.f A ^ ) . If h €Hid(A2) then 
hf € Hid( A . ) and therefore hf can be extended to some 
hidden variable k <e Hid( A , ) . Since ,f is carried by g, we 
obtain that hj defined by putting hj (A) * k(g (A)) extends 
h, and this completes the proof. 
When (S.j, A p and (S2, A 2 ) are logics then by the 
direct product of (S%1, A^) and (S2, A g ) we mean the logic 
(Ss A ) , where S is the disjoint union of S- and S2 and 
A is taken such that A S A if, and only if, A O Sj. 
belongs to A^ (i a 1, 2). 
Proposition 7; Let (Sj, A^) be a smooth logic and let 
A 2 be the collection of all subsets of a set S2. Then the 
direct product of (Sp A^) and (S2, A 2 ) is a smooth 
logic* 
The proof is straightforward. Observe in conclusion that, 
by a simple consequence of Prop. 7 and Theorems 4, 5, we can 
construct smooth logics with arbitrarily many free hidden 
variables and with an arbitrary degree of non-compatibility 
(see also [3] and [9])* This seems to accord with the hidden 
variables hypothesis* 
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